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Protect your assets! Or maybe you just want to pay yourself a salary so there is no profit at all? Estate
Structure Benefit Although this is not a huge benefit like asset protection or maintaining your anonymity, the
estate structuring benefit is worth mentioning because it was a pleasant surprise to us and it saved us a lot of
time when we were working on our trust. In Start Your Own Corporation Garrett Sutton also suggests that
having the property-owning LLCs set up in the state where they are located gives you better protection if you
are personally sued i. The article talks about two well-known fund managers, Bruce Berkowitz long position
and David Einhorn short position who took opposite views on the company based upon the underlying â€” but
undisclosed â€” real estate fair values. We recommend you start setting up your LLC structure soon after
purchasing your first property. Until then, the company had not disclosed the fair value of the real estate. Only
management had the complete information upon which to obtain reliable fair value estimates. LLCs are
popular among real estate investors because they offer additional legal protection with the added benefit of
flow-through taxation. Of course you do! Approach We Suggest the FASB Take We support an asset based
approach that requires measurement of investment properties at fair value with disclosure of fair value
information for all other real estate. Our view is that this example and the three others in our comment letter
illustrate why it is important that real estate investment properties be measured at fair value â€” even in
entities that are not IPEs â€” and that fair value be disclosed for all other real estate. Please try again. Tax
Benefits Beyond asset protection and anonymity, there are potential added benefits of placing your properties
into LLCs including tax benefits and benefits for tax-reduced estate planning i. Do you want to make
distributions? As you can see, each property is owned by an LLC in the same state as the property. Although
we have consulted several attorneys regarding our LLC structure and documents, we always advise that you
discuss your individual situation with a lawyer and utilize an attorney to help set up your LLCs to ensure that
they are done correctly. Joe Company. Or would you rather just recycle money back into the business to grow
it? The increased privacy is a result of it being more difficult to for people who are suing you to get WY and
NV to release your name. One of the greater protections offered by Nevada and Wyoming is the fact that a
creditor can only pursue a charging order see explanation above when suing you, which means if you were to
lose a lawsuit, your LLC holdings are still protected against seizure. Now, there are certainly variations here
depending on your state of residence and this is why you need a lawyer!


